High Gloss Lacquer
Dynaudio loudspeakers in high gloss lacquer

Dynaudio performance in a stylish, modern design
The new Dynaudio loudspeakers in high gloss black and high gloss white lacquer: Never before has the
integration into contemporary living rooms been so easy, and never before has such exceptional sound
quality looked so good.
The Dynaudio sound quality is legendary, as is the quality of the Dynaudio cabinet finish. For an even better living
room integration, Dynaudio loudspeakers are now available in fine high gloss finishes – in elegant black or in chic
white lacquer. As with every Dynaudio loudspeaker, true beauty also comes from within: The distinctive Dynaudio
driver technology ensures the beautiful sound. From the silken-smooth highs and natural mids to the dynamic,
powerful bass, each and every Dynaudio model exudes authentic musicality.
The gloss finish is on the same level of quality: multiple layers of white or black lacquer are coated onto the
cabinet and finely polished to achieve a smooth and even surface. Only through this time-consuming effort
can a cabinet finish that equals that of the legendary Dynaudio real wood veneers be achieved. The matt
silver driver basket frames offer a contrasting, modern note – or alternatively, they may be hidden beneath
the included black fabric grille.

Relive music.
A passion for music is something special. Music allows us to experience so much more than just sound.
Through a vast knowledge and understanding of music reproduction, the loudspeaker specialists at
Dynaudio have invented a unique driver technology that renders music in perfect authenticity.

From a small compact loudspeaker to a classic high-end loudspeaker – many Dynaudio models are available in high gloss lacquer:

Dynaudio “Authentic Fidelity” is much more than refined technical details and dedicated craftsmanship.
Listening to a Dynaudio loudspeaker is like listening to music for the very first time. It is to “relive music”.
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graphite lacquer

Excite X12, X16, X22, X32, X36

high gloss white lacquer

high gloss black lacquer

Focus 110 A

high gloss white lacquer

high gloss black lacquer

Contour S 1.4, S 3.4, S 5.4, S C, S CX, S R

high gloss white lacquer

Confidence C1, C2, C4, Center

high gloss white lacquer

piano black lacquer

Subwoofer Sub 300, Sub 500

high gloss white lacquer

piano black lacquer

The possibilities and uses are various: As a compact, glossy white
loudspeaker on a sideboard, as a discreet on-wall-speaker mounted
onto a wall, or as a classic high-end loudspeaker in luxurious black
lacquer. There is a Dynaudio model for any style and decor, for any
size room, and for any hifi or home theater system. Examples range
from the modern Excite series, the sophisticated Contour series,
the innovative Confidence series or the versatile Focus 110 A active
loudspeaker.
A perfect complement can be found in the Dynaudio accessory
range, like the stylish Stand3 speaker stand or the flexible wall-mount
WSB1 also available in white or black. Dynaudio has also developed
the optional plinth SF1 to offer a solution for the direct placement of a
compact loudspeaker on a sideboard, low shelf or credenza, properly
angling any such model for ideal sound dispersion into the room.

The variety of Dynaudio loudspeakers also shows in the many finishes and veneers. In addition to the high gloss black (6) or white (5) lacquers, natural wood veneers in Maple (1), Cherry (2),
Rosewood (3), Black Ash (4) and other individual finishes are available. Please inquire with your authorized Dynaudio dealer or take a look at the gallery on www.dynaudio.com where you will
also find a wide range of accessories to ideally complement your new Dynaudio loudspeaker.
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